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A Priest And A Priestess
 
a priest and a priestess
above the ruins of a destroyed world
silent, without words
ask God
to remove the
responsibility
 
no
no responsibility can be taken off
the answer
two children
 
better
take care
of the world
of all what coming
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Likewise
 
likewise
as useless to regret that
the adult child
baby days are gone permanently
likewise
as it will no longer be a
by the storm
broken-in-half tree-trunk
nothing
returns to
as it once was
 
we fly
like two birds
over the endless sea
we do not feel
the confinement of being
the universes
packed in each other
 
there is no time
not continuous
not periodically recurring
 
we don't desire
to be anywhere else
as where we are
we live and we die
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Shaman Are My Ancestors
 
shaman are my ancestors
severe storm clouds
opulent winds
I find peace
because I do not deceive
I believe
I believe
the whole
the existence
the beauty of life
 
I become one with the world
while
I find myself
 
I am a small source
together vast ocean we are
the former
and the coming
the silence
and the storm
 
love
sometimes there is also
in something
which you can not see
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Those People
 
could only give me something
in my life
who did not want
to take advantage of
to utilize
to conquer
to trick out
who only wanted
to give me
no items
but
all sorts of things
which are not-to-catch
love
like my grandmother
unlimited confidence
like on my infant's face
or
only
a proper conversation
taking half an hour
with aiming
only
only?
honest words to find
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Throw Off The Masks!
 
throw off the masks!
slay from yourselves
if they increased unto you!
 
where you are,
is there something left
from you
if
the lots of camouflage
disappear?
 
have you thought about
sometimes
what it means
to be a human
 
not a woman, not a man
human
not superhuman
human
 
look for in yourself
if you feel
you lost
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